New Oldham Leisure Centre Opens

News – Oldham’s new leisure facility is now officially open to the public.

Spectile Ltd, the UK’s leading architectural tiling supplier to the leisure industry, has been chosen to supply their specialist tiling packages to the regeneration project Oldham Leisure Centre. The long-awaited project has finally opened its doors with hopes to put the modern centre on the national sporting map and give Oldham’s residents access to more fitness, leisure and recreational opportunities.

The £15m scheme includes a 25m, 6-lane swimming pool overlooked by a viewing balcony (seating 150 spectators), separate learner pool, wet changing village, 80-station fitness suite with the latest technology, 1 cycling studio, 1 sauna and steam room, 8-court sports hall, 2 dance studios, 4 bowling rinks and a café.

Working alongside GT3 Architects and main contractors Willmott Dixon; Spectile Ltd supplied their tiles to the pool tanks, pool surrounds, sauna and steam room, wet and dry changing areas, café and circulation areas (including reception areas on both ground and 1st floor levels.)

Spectile’s Managing Director commented “Now the facility is fully completed Oldham have gained a truly modern and sustainable investment for the community. It has been a pleasure to work on and we are very proud to add it to our ever growing portfolio of leisure projects.”